What’s in the Bag?
How to Stuff the Carry Bag
1x Arm

1x Arm
1x Long Bar

2x Feet

1x Short Bar

2x Feet

What’s Included?
2x Arms

Teacup Slider

1x Long Bar

4x Feet

1x Short Bar

1x Carry Bag

Our gear is built for life. Activate your lifetime warranty
by registering your product at kammok.com/register.

Designed in Austin, Texas
Made in China

WARNING MAXIMUM WEIGHT 400 LB USE HAMMOCK STAND WITH CAUTION. INHERENT RISKS EXIST. Before every use, fully inspect the
hammock and stand for snags, fraying, construction, defects, and general wear and tear. If anything suspicious is found during inspection, discontinue
use immediately and contact the Kammok team with questions. Always make sure to clear the area beneath your hammock. Inspect for objects above
hammock that pose risk of falling (e.g. dead tree limbs.) Under no circumstances should you hang your hammock more than 18 inches off the
ground. Always test the hammock stand to ensure it is setup correctly before putting your full weight into it. Activities other than reclining can result in
injury. Do not permit children to use unattended. Do not jump or swing aggressively in hammock while using your hammock stand. Always follow
provided instructions. Do not modify the stand or hammock in any way; modification may result in failure or injury and will void your lifetime warranty.

ARM

Assembly Instructions
1 Attach Legs

Attach a leg to each side of the arm.
Repeat on the second arm.
TIP

ARM

How to use the snap buttons...

ARM

LEG

LEG

PRESS THIS
BUTTON

2 Add Middle Bar

Choose the short or long middle bar
to attach to both arms. The setup
process moving forward is the exact
same either way.

LONG
SHORT

LONG BAR: Recommended for sleeping,
lounging, and multiple people at once.
SHORT BAR: Recommended for tight spaces,
indoor use, the office, campfires, and naps.

3 Clip in Hammock

Clip the hammock into the teacup
sliders, ensuring that the hammock
is fully wrapped within the U-shaped
cradles at the ends of each arm.

4 Adjust to Perfection

Adjust the teacup sliders on each arm to
find your perfect hang.
Make sure the pin snaps in a hole. If you
feel the pin sink down you did it right!
Enjoy the hang!

Packing Down the Swiftlet

To pack down, follow the instructions above in reverse. Refer to “What’s in the Bag?”
on the other side to see how to pack the parts back into the bag.

